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Densify

The Challenge
ManaginManaging and optimising your public cloud resource 
can be a challenge, app demands can fluctuate 
hourly, whilst cloud vendor service offerings evolve 
constantly. It’s not humanly possible to solve this 
everchanging equation manually, you run the risk 
of over provisioning, subscribing to sub-standard 
services, introducing operational risks and wasting 
compancompany funds.

Increasingly, we find today in a cloud-based 
infrastructure environment that the cloud-ops teams 
are expected to manage and keep these environments 
healthy and performing. 

More often than not, these teams are stuck in the 
middle between the requirements of the business, or 
the app owners and their demands for performance 
and agility, and IT finance who are increasingly 
concerned about the cost of public cloud and cloud 
infrastructure.

The Solution
BelBell Integration can provide Densify Cloud-based 
optimisation. This solution uses machine learning to 
enable applications to become self-aware of their 
demands for public cloud resources, and to perfectly 
and continuously match their needs with the optimal 
cloud supply.

DensifyDensify is a true SaaS — there is no software to install, 
maintain, or learn. Our teams of experts, work as an 
extension of your team to keep your cloud forever 
optimised.
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Why use Bell Integration 

.

Make informed choices with cloud cost analysis - 
 Bell and Densify analyse service catalogue offerings 
across all the major clouds to determine the best 
match for your apps and instances .

ClouCloud migration with less risk - We evaluate your 
workload requirements with Densify and utilise 
vClarus (Bell’s end-to-end data migration platform), 
to provide a single point of truth for all data 
relating to the hosting target recommendations 
and migrations. Ensuring project predictability and 
reducing the risk of any business disruption .

LoweLower costs through right sizing - We look 
beyond bump ups and bump downs to modernise 
your instances allowing you operate with less 
infrastructure allowing for substantial savings.

LoweLower costs through container optimisation - 
We employ advanced hosting strategies such as 
stacking workloads in containers on bare metal 
or inside public cloud instances, to help you drive 
down cost.

AutomatiAutomatic optimisation - We provide Automated 
capacity control for your infrastructure, see what 
you have, what’s coming and exactly what you 
need – now and in the future.

FinanciaFinancial analysis - We provide detailed cost 
analysis of your cloud spend giving you visibility 
into what you’re spending and the services you’re 
buying, helping you to better manage spend.

Let Bell be the partner to assist Let Bell be the partner to assist 
you in the successful outcome 
you desire, within budget and 
on time.  
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Densify
Densify continuously analyses your cloud
and container workloads and automates the 
resource selection process - improving application 
performance, reducing risk and enabling prudent 
cloud spend

Mark Nicholas

Sales Director

““Densify and vClarus ensures that 
our clients move to the best possible 
provider in the smoothest fashion as 
possible. We then can manage and 
optimise their solution for the best 
possible application performance and 
ROI.”
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